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Over-the-scope (OTS) clips have revolutionized the management of gastrointestinal (GI) perforations and leaks [1 – 4].
However, the dimensions of the OTS clip
and its delivery device can make deployment challenging or even undesirable
[5], especially in regions of the GI tract
where maneuverability may be limited.
A 68-year-old patient was transferred to
our tertiary center following a presumptive diagnosis of a proximal esophageal
perforation. The patient had suffered a
transmural myocardial infarction days
before the current admission, for which

▶ Fig. 1 Chest computed tomography
(CT) image showing signs of a suspected
esophageal perforation, with significant
amounts of free air surrounding the soft
tissues of the pharyngeal region, infiltrating the submandibular salivary gland and
even the right lobe of the thyroid (arrow).

a transesophageal cardiac ultrasound
had been attempted. The day after, the
patient complained of fever, and progressive pharyngeal and thoracic pain,
as well as hematemesis. Chest computed
tomography (CT) subsequently revealed
signs of perforation ( ▶ Fig. 1).
At our center, cap-assisted upper GI endoscopy was performed with the patient
under general anesthesia and showed a
longitudinal laceration of the cricopharyngeal muscle, extending into the proximal esophagus (▶ Fig. 2a). The deployment of an OTS clip was deemed unfeasible owing to the limited maneuverability
and location of the perforation. Unfortunately, classic clip closure was also challenging and only a limited amount of mucosa was captured, which was deemed insufficient to guarantee a robust closure.
Therefore, we decided to apply the capand-suction hemoclip closure (CASH)
technique (▶ Video 1). With the CASH
technique, the hemoclip is opened to its
maximum diameter directly in the cap
(▶ Fig. 2 b) and the targeted mucosal
edges are aspirated into the cap. When a
sufficient amount of mucosa has been
captured, the hemoclip is deployed
(▶ Fig. 2 c). During follow-up, no residual

perforation was detected on an upper GI
series, or on CT scanning (▶ Fig. 3), after
which a soft-solid diet was initiated and
the patient resumed his cardiac rehabilitation.
With the CASH approach, only limited
scope movement is required and a substantial amount of mucosa can be captured, providing a robust mucosal closure. Our case suggests that this simple,
yet effective, technique can be considered in patients ineligible for the application of OTS clips.
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▶ Fig. 3 Computed tomography (CT)
image of the thorax showing a favorable
outcome after cap-and-suction hemoclip
closure, without any residual signs of perforation.

▶ Fig. 2 Endoscopic images showing: a at the upper esophageal sphincter, a right-sided, longitudinal laceration of the cricopharyngeal muscle,
extending into the proximal esophagus; b maximum clip opening inside the short, transparent cap; c the hemoclip deployed after a sufficient
amount of mucosal tissue has been captured.
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Video 1 Cap-and-suction hemoclip closure of a cricopharyngeal perforation.
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